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An accessible and accurate translation of the Quran that offers a rigorous analysis of its theological,
metaphysical, historical, and geographical teachings and backgrounds, and includes extensive
study notes, special introductions by experts in the field, and is edited by a top modern Islamic
scholar, respected in both the West and the Islamic world.Drawn from a wide range of traditional
Islamic commentaries, including Sunni and Shia sources, and from legal, theological, and mystical
texts, The Study Quran conveys the enduring spiritual power of the Quran and offers a thorough
scholarly understanding of this holy text.Beautifully packaged with a rich, attractive two-color layout,
this magnificent volume includes essays by 15 contributors, maps, useful notes and annotations in
an easy-to-read two-column format, a timeline of historical events, and helpful indices. With The
Study Quran, both scholars and lay readers can explore the deeper spiritual meaning of the Quran,
examine the grammar of difficult sections, and explore legal and ritual teachings, ethics, theology,
sacred history, and the importance of various passages in Muslim life.With an introduction by its
general editor, Seyyed Hossein Nasr, here is a nearly 2,000-page, continuous discussion of the
entire Quran that provides a comprehensive picture of how this sacred work has been read by
Muslims for over 1,400 years.
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As an avid and humble student of Islamic teachings for many years who has sat at the feet of
various Traditional scholars of Islamic law (fiqh), Quranic exegesis (tafsir) and Prophetic traditions
(hadith) as well as Islamic spirituality (tassawuf) and learned from them intermittently, I fully endorse
the Study Qur'an. In this process I have read various Commentaries of the Qur'an in English (from

Mawdudi's Tafisr, to Ma'ariful Qur'an, to Allamah Tabatabai's al-Mizan, to Yusuf Ali, etc). After
reading over 300 pages of this commentary already, I have found that this Study Qur'an is the best
Tafsir/Commentary to date in the English language. And this for the following reasons:It is a very
eloquent English translation of the Qur'an which, comparable to the eloquence of the King James
Version of the Bible. It includes diverse sources of commentary, from commentary traditions within
Islamic civilization, namely Sunni, Shiite commentaries from authorities ranging from those who
were legalists (fuqaha), theologians, (mutakalimun), philologists, as well as spiritual authorities or
saints. It is of no wonder that such a vast array of deeply informed perspectives (both mainstream,
popular, and otherwise) took about 10 years to collate and integrate into one volume of
commentary. The Study Quran is a monumental intellectual achievement in Islamic studies in the
West, and truly anywhere in the world!To be sure, no single commentary on the Qur'an, even a
commentary which brings diverse levels of Islamic references and commentaries to its own
commentary, can be fully complete. That is not possible when considering the infinite wisdom
contained in the eternal Word of God as manifested in the Qur'an for those who believe in it.

An epic work concordant with its celestial origins, the Study Quran in panaromic fashion reflects the
ever present message of the Sacred as penned by it's traditional authorities only to be rendered
imaginable by a vision of Islam as encompassing as Dr. Nasr's to mirror the infitnite depth in finite
breadth. This work certainly raises the bar for religious literacy, understanding, and challenges
parochial mindsets and interpretations. Dr. Nasr and his editorial team are to be congratulated on
this historic achievement in fulfilling the promise of the pertinency of Islam's tradition for not only
advancing a metric for Quranic scholarship, but revealing the timeless message of the Quran in a
polarized time riddled with misunderstandings, all the while widening the scope of Islam's
transcendent and universal vista.After having read a couple hundred of pages:This review is being
written after having read over a couple hundred pages of The Study Quran; and there is little doubt
in my mind, being an amateur, in the etymological sense of the word, and observer of scholarship in
Islamic studies for over past two decades, and gauging the pulse of Muslims in America, that this is
the most important study of the Quran in the western hemisphere. Granted, there other valuable
translations of the Quran, and works of commentary on the Quran, but what distinguishes this
massive, yet manageable, tomeâ€”over two-thousand pages, and over a million wordsâ€”is the
spectrum of pre-modern commentaries and those that continue that tradition into the modern period.
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